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detegimus antiquorum generum vestigia. 
Wir erforschen die Spuren alter Geschlechter 

We search the traces of old families 
 
 
Whenever you do genealogy the surname will lead you through time and places. The class 
will provide information about surnames in Germany and their historic development. 
Surname research is not genealogy, but it can be a great help: the surname is the key. It can 
open doors, destroy brickwalls and give a wider understanding of perhaps different branches 
of the historic ancestral family. Trace the history of your surname, find others with the same 
last name, and create a “family reunion“ for those sharing a common surname. Find strong 
tools for analyzing, evaluating and cathegorizing each single finding to get a whole picture on 
the historic developent and migration of a surname – worldwide. It will help you concentrate 
and push your genealogical research, not only in local dimensions, but also internationally. 
 
 
 
1. Names and surnames 
 

1.1 Some important aspects 
1.2 Surnames have different meanings 
1.3 Surnames are the oldest hints in family history 
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2. A surname can lead you through times and places 
 

2.1  Find the oldest mention of a surname 
2.2  Get an idea oft he whole dimension oft he surname development 
2.3  Get historical snap-shots oft he surname in different times 
2.4  Open your eyes to a worldwide dimension 

 
 
3. Surname research is not genealogy – but it helps 
 

3.1  The historical dimension 
3.2  The spelling is changing 
3.3 German settlements 

 
4. Why doing surname research then?  
 

4.1  Get an idea of the whole surname universe 
4.2  The more details you know the more precise you can be 
4.3 Finding different branches that might belong to the same family tree 
4.4 Finding ancestral heads of different families 

 
 
5. How you get organized 
 

5.1  Be open for more than just your ancestral interest 
5.2  Be interested in the histry and development of your surname and/or 

cathegory of surname 
         5.3 Collect any hint by the surname (and variations) you can find 
         5.4 Cathegorize every single hint and try to research further 
         5.5  Work on an experts opinion of this surname - worldwide 
 
6. Where to look for 
 
 6.1  Look for the surname everywhere it is possible  
 6.2  Use analog and digital resources 
          6.3 Ask experts for hints and evaluation 
 6.4 Get a job for your whole life  
 
7. A perspective: A family reunion 
 

6.1  Find a Familienverband in Germany 
6.2  Find a family reunion in America 

 
 
8. The best aim: Living relations 
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